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INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the Fitting height of a solvable group G admitting 
a fixed-point-free automorphism group A of relatively prime order. A great deal 
of work has been done by many people toward establishing the following 
proposition: 
C’onjectuye. Let G and A be finite solvable groups such that (’ G , d ,) 1, 
A f 1, and A acts fixed-point-freely on G. Then the Fitting height of G is less 
than or equal to the number of prime divisors (counting multiplicities) of .A . 
Thompson [I31 showed that even without the assumption of solvabilit!- for G, 
if A is of prime order, G is nilpotent; i.e., the Fitting height of G is 1. 
Shult [I 1] showed that if A is a Frobenius group whose kernel and complement 
are of prime order, then the Fitting height of G is at most 2 provided that either 
1 G I is odd or no Format prime divides 1 A I. 
Berger [2] has shown that if -4 is nilpotent and XX, wr Z, free for all primes p, 
the conjecture is also true. His result encompasses those of man!. others. 
The major purpose of this paper is to verify the conjecture, if certain con- 
ditions on the divisors of ~ G ! and 1 A 1 are satisfied, in the case that ;1 is a 
Frobenius group with cyclic kernel and complement of prime order. This result 
is contained in Theorem I .4 and Corollary 1.5 of Part II. 
The method of proof is basically that devised by Shult to handle the case 
in which the kernel of d is of prime order. In Part I, we pro\-e representation 
theorems for the semidirect product of a solvable group H by a proper subgroup 
A, of A of order prime to / H /. Shult’s results apply only if A, is cyclic; if not, 
we use Glauberman’s work on characters of groups admitting automorphism 
groups of relatively prime order. These representation theorems arc’ used in 
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Part II to solve the Fitting height problem by induction on 1 A j and 1 G j + 1 A 1. 
The principal results of Part I are Theorems 1.2, 2.7, and 3.5. Theorem 1.2 is 
used to show that the other representation theorems of Part I need only be 
applicable to proper subgroups of A in the solution of certain Fitting height 
problems. This fact is useful in proving Theorem 2.3 of Fart II, which eliminates 
the prime condition in Shult’s proof mentioned above. Furthermore, it enables 
us to apply the results of Part I in the case that / A 1 is the product of three 
distinct primes, as in Theorem 3.3 of Part II. 
Theorem 2.7 of Part I is a special case of Theorem 3.5 of that part, and is 
used in its proof. Theorem 3.5 is used in the proofs of Theorems 2.3 and 3.3 
of Part II. 
When a result from Part I is referred to in Part II, its number is preceded by 1. 
I. REPRESENTATION THEOREMS 
1. NONHOMOGENEITY OF CERTAIN MODULES 
LEMMA 1.1. Let G be a finite group that acts transitively on a set Q of car- 
dinality n. Suppose A is a n-subgroup of G and n is a n’-number, and one of the 
followiltg holds : 
(1) A is a Hall n-subgroup of G and there exists a normal complement H to 
A in G. 
(2) For some x E Q, the stability group G of x in G (the group of all elements 
in G$xing x) is such that AG is a group. 
(3) G is solvable. 
Then A fixes some point of Q. 
We leave the proof of this lemma to the reader. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let H, A bejnitegroups such that (I H /, / A 1) = 1. Suppose A 
acts on H, and A acts fixed-point-freely on an Abelian normal subgroup M of H. 
If K is a splitting field for M, and V is a finite-dimensional, irreducible KHA- 
module such that V, is a nontrivial KM-module, then V, is a nonhomogeneous 
KH-module. 
Proof. Suppose V satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem, but not the con- 
clusion; i.e., V E eW as KH- mo u es, d 1 where e is a positive integer and W is 
an irreducible KH-module. Since M 4 H, by Clifford’s theorem [7, 3.4.1(i)], 
W,=C,@...@C,, where there exists a positive integer f such that 
Ci s f Wi , i < i < n, with W, ,..., W, pairwise nonisomorphic irreducible 
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KM-modules. Furthermore [7, 6.4.l(iii)], the Ci, called the i$‘eddcrburn 
components of IV with respect to M, are permuted transitively by H. Thus la is 
the index of the stability group in H of C,; so n 1 1 H 1. 
Now v,, g (V,),, “’ (eW),, z ew,,r =- e(C, @ ‘.’ 0 C,,) gg e(fr&> @ “’ 0 
fW,J G ef(W, g ... c IV,,) as KM-modules. Since 111 .:I H and M is 3- 
invariant, M u HA and Clifford’s theorem can be applied to V with respect to 1V. 
By the I(rull-Schmidt theorem [9, p. 1271, there are precisely n JVedderburn 
components of I’ with respect to M, and they arc permuted transitively by HA4. 
Let r be the set of all primes that divide 1 d 1. Then d is a IIall n-subgroup 
of HA since (1 111, I A 1) 1 I, and H is a normal complement to A in HA, 
while IZ is a r’-number since n 1 1 H j. Thus by Lemma 1 .I( 1) applied to HA 
acting on the n Wedderburn components of I’ with respect to M, there exists a 
Wedderburn component c.; of I’ with respect to M that is A-invariant. Since 
M is A-invariant, MA is a group; so CT is a KM4-module. Also C: -z efIV~ as 
KM-modules for some i, where W, is an irreducible KM-module. Since M is 
Abelian and K is a splitting field for M, dim, Wi = 1 [7, 3.2.41 and M acts as 
scalars on IV? and therefore on CT E ejW, . Thus the action of IV on CT commutes 
with that of A on Lr; so [M, -41 acts trivially on U. But M is Abelian and 
(1 M 1, j A 1) = 1; so 214 - [:lJ, A] :< C.,(A) ([7, 5.2.31 contains proof im- 
plicitly). Since C,W(A) == 1 by hypothesis, M = [M, A]; so Macts trivially on U. 
But M -c] HA; so Cr(M) is a KHA-module [7, 2.6.21. Since V,,I is not trivial 
by hypothesis, C,(M) / I’; so since I,’ is an irreducible KHA-module, 
C,(M) = 0. This contradicts the assertion that M acts trivially on U, and the 
theorem is proved. 
2. A !&PRESENTATION THEOREM FOR AN EXTRA-SPECIAL 
GRO~JP ADMITTING A FROBENIUS GROUP 
If G is a group and K is a field, denote by &‘(KG) the set of equivalence 
classes of KG-modules. If I’ is a KG-module, denote by (V] the element of 
&‘(KG) containing I,-. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose G is a finite group and K is a splitting field fey all 
subgroups of G, where char K ‘i 1 G ! Then there exists a finite field extension L of 
Q such thatL is a splittingfieldfor all subgroups of G, and a bijection $11: .&‘(LH) t--t 
d(KH) for each subgroup H of G, such that 
(1) if V E {V} E &‘(LH) and WE I$~{ VI, then dim, W = dim, V; H acts 
trivially on W ;f and only if H acts trioially on V; and W is an irreducible KH- 
module if and only if V is an irreducible LH-module; 
(2) if HI < Ht < G and V E {V> E &‘(LHz), then if WE dH,, [I’;, W,,, E 
&,cVffl); 
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Proof. See Feit [5, (4.1)-(4.4)]. 
The following lemma follows directly from Clifford’s theorem [7; 3.4.11. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose G = HA is afinitegroup where H 4 G and H n A = I, 
and suppose V is a finite-dimensional, irreducible KG-module for some jeld K. 
Let W be a Wedderburn component of V with respect to H. Then the stability 
group of Win G is HB, where B is a subgroup of A, and W is an irreducible KHB- 
module. Furthermore, if A acts $xed-point-freely on V, B acts Jixed-point-freely 
on W. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let G = HA be aJinite group with H Q G, H n A = 1, and A 
Abelian. Suppose K is an algebraically closed$eld with char K f 1 G 1 and V is an 
irreducible KG-module such that Vu is a homogeneous KH-module; so V, g eW, 
where W is an irreducible KH-module and e is a positive integer. Then ;f (dim, W, 
1 A 1) = 1, V, is an irreducible KH-module. 
Note. If (I H 1, / A 1) = 1, since dim, W 1 1 H 1 by Lemma 2.1 (1) and 
[7, 4.2.111, automatically (dim, W, I A I) = 1. 
Proof. Let Y be the representation of G over K corresponding to V; 
so Y IH = e%, where 9 is the representation of H over K corresponding to W. 
Now for all g E G, gg is equivalent to 9 [3, (49.7)]. Since deg 9 = dim, W, 
(deg %?‘, j A I) = 1. Then by a result of Glauberman [6, 11, there exists a 
representation %J* of G such that B*(h) = 9?(h) for all h E H. Then Y = 
CV @ 3, where CV and 2 are irreducible representations of G such that deg 3 = 
deg g and %‘(h) = 1 for all h E H [3, (51.7)]. But then H < ker ?Y; so since 
HA/H g A is Abelian, degg = 1. Thus deg Y = (deg CV)(deg 3”) = 1 
(deg 9). But deg Y = e . deg W, so e = 1 and ;4p IH = .%; i.e., V, is an 
irreducible KH-module. 
The following lemma can be proved by a direct check. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let K < L be finite fields of characteristic p and let A be a group 
such that p 7 / A I. If V is a Jinite-dimensional KA-module, and W = V OK L, 
then dim, C,(A) = dim, C,(A). In particular, A acts fixed-point-freely on W 
if and only if A acts fixed-point-freely on V. 
DEFINITION. G is a Frobenius group if G = HA, where H and A are 
nontrivial finite groups such that H -=ZJ G and C,(a) = 1 for all a E A#. (This 
latter condition implies H n A = 1.) H is called the kernel of G and A is called 
a complement of G. 
481/53/r-78 
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LEMMA 2.5. Let A = BQ be a Frobenius group with cyclic kernel B and 
complement Q of prime order, q, and let L < @ be a finite field extension of the 
rationals that is a splitting field for all the subgroups of iz. Then: 
(1) Ifdl IBI, thenqld- 1. 
(2) There are (1 B ~ - 1)/q irreducible characters of A over L ujhose kernels 
do not contain B. Let x be one such. Then x le = ChEQ (‘I, zuhere th ii = x for 
all h E Q, and the Eh are distinct nonprincipal irreducible characters of B. Further- 
moye, x lo -== p. . 
Proof. Let d I 1 B 1. Since B is cyclic, there exists an element b E B such that 
l(b)1 = d. Now (b) char B u BQ; so (b) 4 BQ. Thus Q acts on (b). Let 
h E Q,“. C,(h) = 1 since A is a Frobenius group; so C<,,(h) == 1 and the elements 
of (b)” are permuted in orbits of length q by h. Thus q ! i(b)1 - 1 =x d - 1. 
NOW let E be a nonprincipal irreducible character of B over L. Then 5 I$ = x, 
an irreducible character of A over L [.5, (25.4)] of degree ~ A : B 1 deg [ = 
q 1 = q since B is Abelian. Also, any irreducible character of A over L whose 
kernel does not contain B is of the form 6 1;: for some nonprincipal irreducible 
character < of B over L [5, (25.4)]. Furthermore, x In = xhEo Eh where the Eh 
are q distinct nonprincipal irreducible characters of B over L and Eh 1: = x for 
all h EQ [5, (9.10), (25.4)]. Then since there are 1 B 1 - 1 nonprincipal irre- 
ducible characters of B over L, there are (/ B 1 - 1 )/q irreducible characters of A 
over L whose kernels do not contain B. Finally, x jo == p. for any such x 
15, (2Wl. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let A = BQ be a Frobenius group with cyclic kernel B and 
complement Q of prime order, q. Suppose A acts irreducibly and faithfully on an 
elementary Abelian p-group, P, where p z / A I. Then: 
(1) If b E B”, C,((bj) = 1. 
(2) I C,(Q)1 = i P Ill’. 
Proof. Let b E Be; so (b) u BQ as above. Then C,((b)) is A = BQ- 
invariant [7, 2.6.21. Then since A acts irreducibly on P, C,((b)) = 1 or P, 
and since A acts faithfully on P, C,((b)) = 1. 
Now let K be a finite extension of IF, that is a splitting field for all the subgroups 
of A. Consider P as a faithful, irreducible IF,A-module. Then W = P OF9 K 
is a faithful KA-module. Now C,(B) = 1 by (1) above; so C,(B) is trivial by 
Lemma 2.4. By Maschke’s theorem [7, 3.3.11, 8 = W, @ ... @ .@j , where the 
&?i are all irreducible KA-modules and Cgc(B) is trivial for each i, 1 < i <j. 
Then by Lemma 2.1(l) and (2) and Lemma 2.5, (gi)o is the regular representa- 
tion for each i, 1 < i < j. Thus dim, ZZii = q and dim, C,,(Q) = 1, 1 < z < j. 
Thus dim, g = jq and dim, C,(Q) = j. Then by Lemma 2.4, dimED C,(Q) = j, 
while dim, B P = jq. Thus / P / = pjq and 1 C,(Q)l = pi = I P jljn. 
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THEOREM 2.7. Suppose S is an extra-special s-group of order @+I and A = 
BQ is a Frobenius group with cyclic kernel B and complement Q of prime order, q, 
and the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) (I S I> I A I) = 1. 
(2) A acts on S, centralizing Z(S) and acting faithfully and irreducibly on 
ww. 
(3) There exist a splitting field K for all the subgroups of SA with char K ‘c 
) SA 1 and a finite-dimensional, faithful, irreducible KSA-module V such that Vs 
is a homogeneous KS-module and A acts jxed-point-freely on V 
Then q is odd and ) B 1 = (s” + l)j(~“/~ + 1). 
Proof. By Lemma 2. I, we can assume K < @ and K is a finite extension of 
Q. Consider the CSA-module V OK @: it is clearly finite dimensional, irreducible, 
and faithful. Also, (V OK @)s z V, OK @ s (eW) OK c E e(W OK @) as 
CS-modules, where e is a positive integer and W is an irreducible KS-module. 
Thus W OK @ is an irreducible @S-module; so (V OK @)s is a homogeneous 
@S-module. Now let r] be the character of the representation of SA on V and 7’ 
be the character of the representation of SA on V OK C. As complex-valued 
class functions, 7’ = 7; so (7’ IA , 1,J = (7 IA , lA) = 0 since A acts fixed- 
point-freely on V, thus A acts fixed-point-freely on V ox C. Hence we may 
assume K = @. 
Now for any b E B#, Cs,,cs~((b)) = 1 by Lemma 2.6(l). Then since (1 S 1, 
I(b)\) = 1, Cs((b))Z(S)/Z(S) = 1 [7, 6.2.2(iv)]; so since Z(S) < C’s(A) < 
C,((b)), Cs((b))/Z(S) = 1 so C,((b)) = Z(S) for any b E B#. 
Since B d A, SB (I SA and j SA : SB ] = ] A : B ] = 1 Q 1 = q, a prime. 
Therefore the number of Wedderburn components of V with respect to SB 
divides q; so it is either q or 1. Thus either the stability group of a Wedderburn 
component is precisely SB, or V,, is a homogeneous KSB-module. 
Assume the former, and let W be one of the q Wedderburn components of V 
with respect to SB. Then by Lemma 2.2, W is an irreducible KSB-module, 
and B acts fixed-point-freely on W. Since V is a faithful KSA-module and V’s 
is homogeneous, Ws is a faithful, homogeneous KS-module [7, 3.4.21. By 
Lemma 2.3, since B is Abelian, Ws is an irreducible KS-module. Since C,((b)) = 
Z(S) for all b E B#, we can apply the results of Glauberman [6], which pertain 
to characters over C. 
Let 77 be the character of the representation of SB on W; so q Is is faithful 
and irreducible. Then there exist irreducible characters h of C,(B) = Z(S) and 
0 of B and an integer E = &l such that 7 lB = ~h( I)0 + / B \-‘(~(1) - eX(1)) pe 
[6, 6b]. Since 7) is faithful and S is extra-special of order F+l, ~(1) = P 
[4, 31.51, and since Z(S) is Abelian, X(1) = 1. Therefore 7 jB = EB + 1 B 1-l 
(P - c) pB . Now B acts fixed-point-freely on W, so lB is not a constituent of 
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17 lR . Then since P -- E > 0, necessarily 0 =-- Is , E -1, and : B i l(.sJJ’ - c) 
I. This implies j B -: .P -I+ 1, or P = 1 BI-l.Butg:IB/- I byLemma 
2.5( 1); so g == s, contradicting the hypothesis that (1 S , Aq 1) = I. 
Thercfore, we may assume that V,, is a homogeneous KSB-module. Then 
since IV is an irreducible KSB_O-module and 0 is abelian, IFS8 is an irreducible 
KSB-module by Lemma 2.3. Since ( bysB)s E Vs is a homogeneous #S-module, 
another application of Lemma 2.3 TicIds that ri, is an irreducible KS-module. 
This further implies that ci,, is an irreducible KS@module. \1:e again are in a 
position to apply Glauherman’s results concerning complex characters. 
Let 7,’ be the character of the representation of S-4 on I’, and let 7’ ‘s = <; 
so that 5 is an irreducible faithful character of S. Kow if g ‘; S and 1~ E --f, 
[(g”) = q’(LqFl) = v’(‘~) ~~~ i(s); i.e., (‘6 : 7 5 f or all h E A4. iVe say -3 fixes &‘. Then 
there exists a unique character q of Sd, called the canonical exten;;ion of < 
to SA, such that 77 ‘s m= ( and (det 7)(k) 7 I for all lz E -4 [6, 2a)]. 1vow 7’ i&S 
5 = 77 Is, . so there exists a unique irreducible character /3 of SA whose kernel 
contains Ssuch that 7’ = $3 [6,2c)]. But deg 7’ = dcg 5 = 7 deg 7; so dcg ,0 == 1. 
Thus SrZ/ker /3 is cyclic; so SB < ker /3. 
Now 7’ lsB is the character of the representation of SB on I,; so it is 
irreducible. Since 7’ : +I and SB < ker /I, while deg j3 == 1, we have 7’ lsB = 
7 lsB . Thus if 0 E B, (det q’ isn)(b) = (det 7 lSB)(b) = (det v)(6) = I; so 
7’ IsB is the canonical extension of 5 to SB since (7’ JsB)s = 7’ 1,s = <. Then 
7’ j,(b) is a rational integer for all 2, E B [6, 2b)]. Since C,(b) 7~ Z(S) for all 
b E Be, there exists an irreducible character /\ of C,(B) = Z(S) and an irreducible 
character 0 of B such that (7’ isB)D -~J ,x(l)0 -t 1 B I-‘([(I) - d(1)) pR, where 
E = +l. Since 5 is irreducible and faithful, [( 1) = P, and since Z(S) is Abelian, 
X(1) = 1; so 7’ Itl = ~0 ~1 1 B lpl(srJL ~ 6) pB . Let b E B#. Then pB(b) == 0 
[7, 3.6.61; so 7’ lB(b) = &9(b). Since 7’ l,‘jR(b) mm: 7’ IB(b) is a rational integer, &(6) 
and therefore O(b) is a rational integer. Now if 2 ! / B 1, y 1 2 - 1 = 1 by 
Lemma 2.5(I); so clearly 1 B I is odd; therefore j(h)1 is odd. Thus Q(b)l(b)i = 1 
where i(b)! is an odd integer and 0(b) is a rational integer; so B(h) == 1 for all 
b E B#. Thus 0 == Is, and 7’ ~B = ~1~ + 1 B ; l(sl’” - c) pB. 
Now consider 7’ I.$ . Let [r = I,, 6, ,..., [lo, be the irreducible characters 
of B, numbered so that the induced characters tz 1;: =-mm ... m== [it0 pi , [a,, 1; = 
.‘. = Ellzn 1; ,..., E2+((~n;.,),nP1)n 1; = ... (1,) ii. (See Lemma 2.5(2).) Let 
xi = &, 1;; , 1 < i -< (I B / - 1)/g. Let x1 7~ 1, , xz ,..., x,, be the irreducible 
characters of A whose kernels contain B; so x1 lo = 1 Q , x.L j o ,..., xc, 1 o are 
the q irreducible characters of 0. Bp Lemma 2.5(2), xi, x2 ,..., xy, ,yl, xf ,..., 
x(~~+~J,~ are all the characters of A. Therefore 7’ 1 1 = ai,yr -t a,~~ -I-- ‘.. -1 
a,xs I- b,xl -I- b&p + ‘.. t b( ul-l);n x’ (ln+r)ic where the nj’s and b,‘s are 
non-negative integers. Since A acts fixed-point-freely on V, al = 0. Then 
7)’ & = (7)’ I/& := (a2 -I- ‘.. + a,)l, + /I,((, -I- .‘. -I- E,,,,) -I- ‘.. -+ o(:o[-l);,l 
(tz,~((ln+l),n-l)o + ... + [,,I) by Lemma 2.5(2). But also, 7’ IB :z ~1~ 1m 
1 B I-l(s”z 1 c) pB . Thus ,gq + .-.--t- 0, z c -1. B-l(f” - c) and b, =- 1.. -z 
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hel-1)la = I B I-V - l ). Thus 7’ IA = a,xs + ... + a,& + I B I-l(P - 6) 
(xl + ... + x(l~l-l)b), where a2 + ... + a, = E + I B I-l(s” - c). 
Then?’ IQ = (7’ IJIQ = %XZ IQ + ... + aqxq IQ + 1 B ifl(Srn - l >(I B 1 - l/!dPQ 
by Lemma 2.5(2). But we can compute 7’ lo another way using the fact that 
7’ jsQ is irreducible, and (7’ lsQ) Is = 5 is irreducible. If h EQ#, (h) = Q and 
C,(h) = C,(Q). Thus there exist an irreducible character x of C’,(Q), an irre- 
ducible character 0 of Q, and an integer c = $1 such that q’ IQ = (7’ / SQ) IQ = 
d(l)e + I Q I-‘([(I) - d(1)) PQ = d(l)fi + (l/q)@“” - d(1)) PQ [6, 6(b)]. 
The Three-Subgroup Lemma [7, 2.2.31 can be used to show that C,(Q) 
commutes with [S, Q]. A standard argument using this fact establishes that 
C,(Q) is an extra-special group of order s zm~q+l and that S is a central product of 
C,(Q) and [S,Q]. This implies that SQ is a central product of C,(Q) and [S, Q]Q. 
Thus we can regard 7’ isa as a character of X = C,(Q) x ([S, Q]Q) [7, 3.7.21. 
Then 7’ lsQ = ylyz, with y1 and ya faithful, irreducible characters of C,(Q) 
and [S, Q]Q, respectively. Thus 7’ [ Q = y,(l)& IQ). Since y1 is faithful and 
irreducible and C,(Q) is extra-special, ~~(1) = snzlg. Thus 7’ IQ = Ex(l)e” + 
(l/q)(s” - :x(l)) pQ = s”l/*(ya lo). Therefore, x(1) # 1; SO x(1) = So/* since 
C,(Q) is extra-special. 
Thus q’ IQ = &+tj + (l/q)@” - csSmlg) ,,Q . But alSO 7’ /Q = U,xz 1 Q + ... + 
Q& IQ + j B I-l(Sm - c)((I B 1 - l)/q)pQ .ThusU,x, IQ + '.' + a& IQ - hrn@ 
is a multiple of pQ . Then either e” = lQ and u2 = ... = a, = -W/Q, or 
e” = xi lo for some i > 1, ai = CP/*, and uj = 0 for all j f i. 
In the former case, necessarily c = -1 and u2 = ... = a, = P/‘J. Therefore 
6 + I B l-l(~m - c) = u2 + ... + a, = (q - 1) P/Q. Consider this modulo q. 
q / I B 1 - 1 by Lemma 2.5(l); so / B 1 = 1 (mod q), and / B 1-l = 1 (mod 4). 
ThusE+/BI-l(sm-E)~E+S”- F (mod p); so (q - 1) P/Q = sm (mod 2). 
But sm = (P/Q)g = smlq (mod 4); so -P E sm (mod q), so q / 2s”. Since 
(s, q) = I, q = 2. But if q = 2, E + j B (-l(snr - c) = (2 - 1) s~“/~ = ~1~; so 
1 B j = (f’” - e)/(s”‘” - l). If E = -1, 1 B 1 = (P + l)/(~/~ + 1) = (s+ - 1) + 
2/(slni2 + l), which is not an integer; so E = 1. Then 1 B I = (s” - I)/(P/~ - 1) = 
sm~z+1.Butq~~B~-l;soq~s~~2andq=s,acontradiction.Thus~#lQ. 
Therefore 0 = xi IQ for some i > 1 and ui = .W/q, while aj = 0 for all 
j + i. Then E + / B l-l(s” - c) = a, + ... + a, = ai = Csm/q; so / B I = 
(P - c)/(s”l” - c). We have seen above that this is impossible if q = 2; so 
q is odd. 
Now S/Z(S) is an irreducible faithful lF,A-module, and s f 1 A I. Thus L = 
lF,( llilal) is a splitting field for A [4, 24.111. Then S/Z(S) aIF L = U @ 77~ @ 
..’ @ Ua,, where U is an irreducible LA-module with assokiated character x, 
and 1, 01~ ,..., OIL is the Galois group of F,(x) over F, [4, 24.14, 24.101. B acts 
fixed-point-freely on S/Z(S); so by Lemma 2.4; B acts fixed-point-freely on U. 
Thus B z& ker X, and by Lemma 2.1, x IQ = pQ; so x(h) = 0 for h E Q# [7,3.6.6]. 
Thus ff,(x) = F,(x Is); so F,(x) < lF,(Wsl). 
Now t = ) [F,(x) : IF, 1 [lo, 1.10, 1.381. Therefore, 2m = dimF8(S/Z(S)) = 
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dim,( U @ ... @ U&t) = qt = q / [F,(x) : IF, /. Thus / IF,(x) : F, 1 = 2m/p. Since 
IF,(x) < E,(11/q, (2m/q) 1 1 F,(11/1B1) : IF, j. 
Now suppose E = 1; so 1 B 1 = (P - I)/(P/~ - 1) and j B 1 / P - 1. Then 
(F,(llIIBI) < [F,,n; SO j IFB(ll/lEO : IF,T )/ ) IF,, : IF, ) = n-z. Thus (2mjq) 1 m. But 
m = (2m/q) (q/2), and q/2 is not an integer since q is odd. Thus E = -1 and 
: B 1 = (sTn -+m I)/(s’~~:” + I). 
3. A REPRESENTATION THEOREM FOR A SOLVABLE GROUP 
ADMITTING A FROBENIUS GROUP 
THEOREM 3.1 (Shult). Let A be an Abelian group of operators acting on a 
solvable group H of order prime to 1 A /, and suppose that 1 H I is not divisible by 
any prime p such that pf --t I is a divisor of the exponent of A for some positive 
integer f. Let V be a faithful KHA-module, where K is a splitting field for all the 
subgroups of HA and char K 7 ) A /. Suppose further that 
(1) V is a sum of equivalent indecomposable KHA-modules; 
(2) A actspxed-point-freely on V; 
(3) $ char K = r f 0, O,(H) = 1. 
Then there exists a nontrivial normal subgroup of A that centralizes H. 
Proof. Reference [12, 4.11. 
The following lemma is easily established. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose V is a KHA-module, where K is a field, H 4 HA, 
(1 H /, j iz 1) = 1, and A acts faithfully on H. Then if V,, is a faithful KH-module, 
V is a faithful KHA-module. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let H be a solvable group admitting an Abelian group A such that 
(i H I> ~ .4 1) = I. Suppose V is a finite-dimensional KHA-module, where K is u 
splitting field for all the subgroups of HA and char K { j A /. Suppose further that 
(1) VH is a faithful, homogeneous KH-module; 
(2) A acts fixed-point-freely on V; 
(3) H ) is not divisible by any prime p such that pf + 1 is a divisor of the 
exponent of A for some positive integer f. 
Then there exists a nontrivial normal subgroup of A centralizing H. 
Proof. This lemma is just a slight modification of Theorem 3.1, and is 
easily derived from that theorem. V5’e proceed by induction on dim, V. Consider 
a counteresample to the lemma minimal with respect to this number. Then I- 
is an irreducible KHA-module. For let W f 0 be an irreducible KHA-sub- 
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module of V. By Clifford’s theorem [7, 3.4.1(i)], W, is completely reducible; 
so W, is a homogeneous KH-module since V, is [7, 3.4.21, and W, is a faithful 
KH-module since V, is a faithful, homogeneous KH-module. Thus W satisfies 
hypothesis (1) of the lemma. Clearly hypotheses (2) and (3) are satisfied; so by 
minimality of the counterexample, W = V. 
Now since we have a counterexample to the lemma, A acts faithfully on H. 
Then by Lemma 3.2 since V, is a faithful KH-module, V is a faithful KHA- 
module. Finally, since V is a faithful, irreducible KHA-module, if char K = 
Y # 0, O,(HA) = 1 [7, 3.1.31. But O,(H) char H 4 HA; so O,(H) 4 HA and 
O,(H) < O,(HA) = 1. Thus all the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied, 
while the conclusion fails to hold. This contradiction establishes Lemma 3.3. 
The lemma that follows is an easy consequence of basic properties of Frobenius 
groups. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let A = BQ be a Frobenius group with cyclic kernel B and 
complement Q of prime order, q. Then the following hold: 
(1) If C is a subgroup of A not contained in B then C = (C n B) Qb for 
some b E B. If C n B # 1, C is a Frobenius group with kernel C n B and com- 
plement Qb. 
(2) Suppose Cis a subgroup of A such that C n B # 1. Then if 1 # N 4 C, 
1fNnBaA. 
(3) If b, and b, are distinct elements of B, Qbl # Qb2. Then if x E A\B, 
xEQbforsomebEB. 
Now we prove a theorem like Lemma 3.3 but with A a Frobenius group with 
cyclic kernel and complement of prime order instead of an Abelian group: 
THEOREM 3.5. Let H be a solvable group admitting a Frobenius group A = BQ 
with cyclic kernel B and complement Q of prime order, q. Suppose (1 H 1, 1 A I) = 1 
and V is a $nite-dimensional KHA-module, where K is a splitting field for all the 
subgroups of HA and char K r 1 A j. Suppose further that 
(1) V, is a faithful, homogeneous KH-module; 
(2) A acts fixed-point-freely on V; 
(3) H has no section that is extra-special of order Pfl, s a prime, such that 
(P + I)/(&* + I) is a divisor of 1 B I ; 
(4) H has no section that is an elementary Abelian s-group of order P such 
that (sm - 1 )/(s”/” - 1) is a divisor of 1 B /. 
Then there exists a nontrivial normal subgroup of A centralizing H. 
Note. If Q = 2, then (3) and (4) hold immediately, as shown in the proof 
of Theorem 2.7. 
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Proof. We proceed by induction on dim, V + / H I. Consider a counter- 
example to the theorem such that this number is as small as possible. Then V 
is an irreducible KHA-module just as in the proof of Lemma 3.3, for the same 
reasons. Now suppose M is a maximal A-invariant normal subgroup of H; so 
H/M is a characteristically simple A-module. Thus since H is solvable, H/M 
is an elementary Abelian group of order PL for some prime s, and H/M is an 
irreducible A-module. Let D be the kernel of the action of A on H/M; so 
D u A. 
We know V, g eE as KH-modules, where e is a positive integer and I/ is 
an irreducible KH-module. Since M 4 H, I,,, s (V,),Vf E (eU),%, s eC:,,, g 
e(f(Ur @ ... 0 U,)), where f is a positive integer and c’, ,..., C,( are pairwise 
nonisomorphic irreducible NM-modules, and k 1 H : M Since JI is .A- 
invariant, M <I HL4; so by Clifford’s theorem and the Krull-Schmidt theorem, 
I’ has h Wedderburn components with respect to M, which are permuted 
transitively by H,4. Since M fixes each of these Wedderburn components, 
they are permuted transitively by HA/M z (H/M)A. 
Now C,,,,,,(D) :- H/M; so H = MC,(D) since (1 H ‘, , D ) ~. 1 [7, 6.2.6(iv)]. 
Let yr = 1) 312 )..., J,?~~ E C,,(D) be a complete set of coset representatives foi 
the normal subgroup M in H; so {lWyl = ~12, TLZy, ,..., lV’y,smj = H/M. Set 
yi =_ iWyi, 1 -< i :,I .s”‘. If C is a Wedderburn component of I’ with respect 
to M, CX# = (‘.\J’/: CV,, 1 -.: i c< $1~‘. 
Since k 1 1 H : M 1, (k, =Z ‘) =-= 1. Thus by Lemma I .1(I) applied to the 
action of (H/M)A on the k Wedderburn components of I; with respect to M, 
A fixes one of these M’edderburn components; call it C, and the others C’, ,..., C, . 
Then since (H/M)A =- A(ffrjM) is transitive on {C, ,..., C,~ and A fixes C, , 
H/M is transitive on (C, ,..., C,.). 
But then the stability group of H/M on C, is A-invariant since A fixes C, . 
The A-irreducibility of H/M and its transitivity on {C, ,..., C,,} imply k == 1 or 
k = H/M. 
Suppose k = 1; then I-.,, is a homogeneous ZGW-module. Since VH is a faithful 
litl-module, I;,$, is a faithful k’U’-module. Thus hypothesis (1) of the theorem 
is satisfied with ild in place of H. Clearly hypotheses (2) (3) and (4) are also 
satisfied. Then since M <: ~ H I, by minimality of the counterexample, there 
exists a nontrivial normal subgroup E of A centralizing M. Then E n B # 1 
since A is a Frobenius group with kernel B [5, (25.3)(iii)]. Clearly ,M 5: 
C,(E n B). If b E E n B*, (6; < B and (0: - :I -4. Thus CH:,,,(<b)) 1 or 
C,.,t,((b>) == H/M by the zA-irrcducibility of H/M. If C,,,,,((b>) = H/M, 
C,((b))M = H, and since M :< C&En B) :;. C,((b)), (0,) centralizes H, 
contradicting the assumption that we have a countcrexample to the theorem. 
Therefore C, ,,((b)) = 1 for all b E E n B”, and C,;,,,(E n B) = 1. This 
implies C,(E n B)L!S! =x M. Then since M :< C,(E n B), M ==y C,,(E n B). 
~YOW M CJ H; SO H = iVIc(M). Thus H == C,(E n B) C,,(M) := MC,,(M) 
[I, (11.7)]. Let C,i(M), be an A-invariant Sylow s-subgroup of C,(M) 
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[7, 6.2.2(i)]. Since H/M is an s-subgroup and H = MC,(M), H = MC,(M), . 
Let S be a subgroup of H minimal with respect to being an A-invariant sub- 
group of C,(M), such that H = MS. Since S < C,(M), < C,(M), S cen- 
tralizes M; so S (I MS = H. Also, Z(S) centralizes S and M; so Z(S) < 
.Z(MS) = Z(H). Since M < H and H = MS, S > 1; thus 1 < Z(S) < 
Z(H). Now V, is a sum of isomorphic faithful, irreducible KH-modules, and K 
is a splitting field for all the subgroups of N; so Z(H) acts as scalars on each of 
these modules. Therefore Z(H) acts as scalars on the faithful KH-module V, , 
and Z(H) is cyclic. Now V is a faithful KHA-module by Lemma 3.2, and Z(H) 
acts as scalars on I/; so Z(H) < Z(HA). Thus 1 < Z(S) < Z(H) < Z(HA). 
Since E n B < A < HA, En B centralizes Z(S) < Z(HA). Thus Z(S) < 
C,(E n B) = M. But then MZ(S) = M < H = MS; so Z(S) < S; i.e., 
S is non-Abelian. 
Let SO be any proper A-invariant subgroup of S. By definition of S, MS, < H; 
so by definition of M, MS,, = M and S,, < M. Since S centralizes M, S 
centralizes S,; so SO < Z(S) and E n B centralizes S,, . Now if b E E n B#, 
b centralizes M, and since b does not centralize H = MS, b does not centralize S. 
Thus S is a special s-group [7, 5.3.71. Since Z(S) < S and Z(S) < Z(H), which 
is cyclic, S is an extra-special s-group. Let / S ; = P-i-l [7, 5.2.11. 
Since S centralizes M, SC,(S) = H, and since S 4 H, Vs is a homogeneous 
KS-module [7, 3.4.l(iii)]. Also, I/; is a faithful KS-module, since V, is a faithful 
KH-module. Now let R be the kernel of the action of A on S; so A/R acts 
faithfully on S. Since E n B does not centralize S, E n B 4 R and B 4 R. 
Therefore R < B and AIR is a Frobenius group with cyclic kernel and com- 
plement of order q [5, (25.3)(iii)]. S’ mce R 4 A and S centralizes R, C,(R) is a 
KSA-module and is therefore a KSAIR-module. 
Now R < B < A so R is cyclic and acts faithfully on H. Suppose C,(R) = 0. 
Then by Lemma 3.3 with R in place of A, there exists a prime p and a positive 
integer f such that pf + 1 divides the exponent of R and p divides / H /. But the 
exponent of R is the order of R; so pf + 1 j 1 R 1 1 1 B /. Then by Lemma 2.5(l), 
q 1 pf + 1 - 1 = pf; so q = p, contradicting the hypothesis that (I H I, 1 A 1) = 
1. Thus C,(R) # 0. 
Now since Vs is a faithful, homogeneous KS-module, s # char K [7, 3.1.21. 
Thus by Maschke’s theorem [7, 3.3.11, C,(R) . s IS completely reducible; therefore 
it is a faithful, homogeneous KS-module [7, 3.4.21. Since A acts fixed-point- 
freely on C,(R) < V, A/R acts fixed-point-freely on C,(R). Thus by the 
minimality of our counterexample, dim, C,(R) + 1 S 1 = dim, V + / H (; so 
H = S and therefore R = 1, and C,(R) = V. 
Since all A-invariant proper subgroups of S = H are contained in Z(S), 
M < Z(S) and therefore M = Z(S) < Z(HA) = Z(SA). Hence A centralizes 
M; so E = A and C,,,((b)) = 1 for every b E B#. Thus A acts faithfully as 
well as irreducibly on H/M = S/Z(S), while A centralizes Z(S). Thus by 
Theorem 2.7, q is odd and 1 B / = (sn + l)/(sn/q + 1) , contradicting hypothesis (3). 
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Hence k = ( H/M 1 = s”. Relabel the elements of H/M+ so that C’:t = Ci 
for 2 < i < sm. Cp = C,l = C, as before. Also, if a E A, 1 < i, j < sm and 
x.0 = xj ) then Cia = (CTs)a :: (Cla)zh” = Cp = Cj; so the elements of A 
p%rmute the Ci’s in exactly the way they permute the x?‘s. 
If D # 1, consider C,(si) for some i j_ 1. D =: C,,(H/M) < C,,(q); so 
D n B f C,(x,). Since D (1 A, D n B # 1 [S, (253)(iii)]. Now C,(x,) (1 A; 
so CH~,+,(CB(xi)) = 1 or HIM. Since xi E CH!h,(CB(~i))#, C,,,W(C,(x,)) = H/&R 
so C,(x,) < D. Thus C,(x,) = D n B. Therefore, by Lemma 3.4(l), either 
C,(xi) == I> n B and is cyclic, or C,,(r,) = (D n B) Qb for some b E B and is a 
Frobenius group with cyclic kernel and complement of order q. If N is a non- 
trivial normal subgroup of C,(x,), then N n B = N n C,(x,) = N n (D n B) 
is a nontrivial normal subgroup of A by Lemma 3.4(2). Now C,(x,) is the stability 
group in A of C,; so since A acts fixed-point-freely on the orbit of Ci under 
A, C,(x,) acts fixed-point-freely on Ci by the method of proof used in 
Lemma 2.2. 
Thus MC,(q) acts on the homogeneous KM-module Ci , with C,(xi) acting 
fixed-point-freely on Ci . Let L, be the kernel of the action of M on Cj . Since 
M <I MC,(q), Li a MCA(xi), and (M/Li) C,(zci) acts on Ci, with M/L, 
acting homogeneously and faithfully on Ci , and C,(x$) acting fixed-point-freely 
on Ci . If C,(x,) is a Frobenius group, since dim, Ci < dim, v and ) MjLi ) < 
/ H (, by minimality of our counterexample some nontrivial normal subgroup N 
of C,(x,) centralizes M/L<; so there exists d E D n Be centralizing M/L, since 
N n (D n B) -+ 1. If C,(X!) IS c c ic; y 1 i.e., C,(sJ = D n B, by Lemma 3.3 
as above some nontrivial normal subgroup of C,(x,) = D n B centralizes lU)Li . 
Thus in either case there exists some d E D n B# centralizing M/L, . Thus 
[M/L, , Cd)] = 1, so [M .,d/] _ / ’ & Li . Now L$ is the kernel of the action of 112 
on Cpr’ = C$’ z C, , and L:;’ Uj is the kernel of the action of M on C’yrLU~ = 
C~~=Cfj==CJ for any j, 1 <j<P’. Since y;‘yj E C,(D) for all j, and 
AZ < H, [M, (d)] = [M, (d)]h, < L:?‘J; so [M, (d?] .< flfzl L,Y?‘J = 1, 
since M is faithful on V --= C, @ ... 3 C,Y, . NOW H = MC,,(D) = MC,(ltl)); 
so [M, (d)] == 1 implies [H, (d:,] = I, contradicting the assumption that we 
have a counterexample to the theorem. 
Hence D = 1; i.e., R acts faithfully on H/M. Now C,(x,) acts fixed-point-freely 
on Ci # 0 for any i > 1; so C,d(~xJ f 1. But CR(s,) = D n B = 1; so C,(x,) : 
Qb for some b E B by Lemma 3.4( 1). S’ mce .4 acts faithfully on H/ill, / C,,,,,,(Q)1 = 
iH/Ml I/* = smiq. Thus ! C1,l,vr(Qb)I = / C,,,,(Q)” 1 = s”‘/~ for all b E B. If 
6, , 6, E B, and b, + b, , then by Lemma 3.4(3), Qbl -I’; Q”2. Thus /Qbl, Qhzj is 
not a q-group; so by Lemma 3.4 (3) there exists b E B+‘ n (Qbl, Qbz;,. Then 
C,,,JQ”1) n C,&?“~) =- CH;.,,((Qbl, Q”?)) G C,,,((bi) = 1. Thus 
j UbEB C,,,,,(Q”)l = j B 1 (s”/” - 1) + 1. But since every element xi of H/M* 
is centralized by Qb for some b E B, s”” = ) H/M 1 - / B ) (s”“J”’ - 1) -1 1; 
so ( B 1 = (P - 1 )/(.P !‘I - 1 ), contradicting hypothesis (4) of the theorem. 
Thus the theorem is proved. 
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EXAMPLE 3.6. We show by construction that Theorem 3.5 is false if hypo- 
thesis (4) is omitted: 
Suppose Q is an odd prime, s is a prime different from 4, and m is a positive 
integer that is divisible by 4 such that 4 $ (s” - l)/(PlQ - 1). Set r = P/Q and 
n = (s” - 1)/p* - 1); so It = (rQ - l)/(r - 1) = rQ--1 + rQ--2 + .‘. + r + 1. 
Since n = (r - l)(Ye2 + 2rqe3 + ... + (4 - 2)’ + (4 - 1)) + 4, (n, r - 1) 1 
(n,n) = l;so(n,r- 1) = l.Also,n 3 l(mods);sosfnandsfnp. 
Consider the field IF Qm . The multiplicative group ff $,, is cyclic of order sm - 1. 
Let 01 be a generator for this group. Then multiplication by /I = CP--l is a linear 
transformation of order (s” - l)/(~ - 1) = n of IF,, viewed as a vector space 
over IF, . Let b denote this linear transformation. Now let 7 be the field auto- 
morphism of [F, of order p such that xT = &“‘Q for all x E [F,, . The fixed points 
of 7 are precisely the elements of the subfield [Fsmlp of [F,, . 7 can also be con- 
sidered as a linear transformtion of [F,, viewed as a vector space over [F, . 
If X E [F,, , 
Xbr = ((/)b)' = (+T-~)' = ,fjsm'PX = Xb8m'a. 
Thus (T) acts on (b), and (b)(Tj is a group of linear transformations of [F,, 
over IF, . Now (bi)r = his’@ for any integer i. If bi = PSm”, then j? = /3@‘* = 
(py+J; so /Y E lF$,,, . But then 1 /P 1 1 sml* - 1 = r - 1, while also 1 p 1 1 j /3 I = 
K Since (n, r - 1) = 1, ,Y = 1; so bi = 1. Thus 7 acts fixed-point-freely on (b), 
and (b)(T) is a Frobenius group with cyclic kernel of order n = (s” - l)/ 
(P/Q - 1) and complement (T) of prime order, 4. Set B = (b) and Q = (T) 
and A = BQ. Then A acts faithfully on the elementary Abelian group 5$, , 
and B acts regularly on [F$,, . Also, I A I = nq; so (1 IF$, 1, I A I) = 1. For 
consistency of notation, let HO be an elementary Abelian group of order sm 
whose operation is multiplication such that A acts on H,, as A acts on [F$; i.e., 
A is faithful on Ho and B is regular on H,, . 
Let {hi = 1, h, ,..., h,,,,} = H,, . Since H,,A = AH,, , {A, Ah, ,..., Ah,,} is 
the set of right cosets of A in H,,A. If g E H,A and hi E H,, , then Ahig = Ah, 
for a unique hj E Ho . Define a permutation VQ of 1,2,..., sm via (i)nQ = j, where 
A&g = Ah, . Thus H,@ + &,, homomorphically by g - TQ. 
Now let Ml be a cyclic group such that (/ n/l, I, 1 A I) = 1. Consider Ml wr H,,A, 
the semidirect product of M = MI x M, x ... x MI (s” factors) by H,,A, where 
if g E H,,A, (m, , m2 ,..., rnsm)” = (mu),-1 , m(,),+ ,..., m(,7m),-1). Thus (m, , 
1 >..., 1)” = (l,..., m, ,..., l), where the m”, is in !he (l)a,th Ikntry, since 1 = 
((1) ng) v;‘. Let Mi = (I,..., MI ,..., 1) where the MI is in the ith entry; so 
MirMI,l ~i<sm.Fora~A,Aa=A;so(l)~,=l.Thus(m,l,...,l)~= 
(m, I,..., 1) for all m E MI; so A centralizes Ml. Let N = M2 x M3 x ... x MS”‘; 
then NA centralizes Ml and MA = Ml x NA. If hi E Ho, A(+-,* = Ahi; so 
(1)~~~ = i, and (M1)hi = Mi, 1 < i < P. 
Suppose K < C is a finite extension of Q that is a splitting field for all 
subgroups of MH,,A = MI wr HJ. Let W be a faithful, irreducible KMl- 
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module; it will be linear since Ml is cyclic. Let Nil = NBQ act on Wso that KB 
is trivial on W and Q acts nontrivially as scalars on W; i.e., w == Xw for all 
ZL E W, where h E K, X /: 1 and h” = 1. Thus iMA = M1 x NBQ acts irre- 
ducibly on W with kernel *VB; so W is an irreducible KMA-module. (‘onsider 
the K&‘HOA-module I7 _m IV $>“. Since H,,A :-- AH,, , MH,,=l -= .lIAH,, 
and 1,’ _ )jf,’ @ m’h? g, . (I$ W/I+, and MH(,A acts on bY as follows: if 
z’ _I Wh?, z’ = w’hi for some w E W, and for s E MH&l, l/,x ~vh, for some 
3’ E MA and some h, E H,,; then v:” == (whr)“’ :: (&)“I E ll;“~ [4, p. 451. 
Kow MH,, acts faithfully on I’. For if .Y E I13H0 and .X acts trivially- on I -, 
(W”‘)” := wh, for all w E W and all hi t EI. ‘I‘his means IL,S -:I -Y$, for some 
yi E &l-4 such that wV’ w for all w E W. Since x E MHo and k, t If,, , J’~ 
h,xh;’ E MH,, n MA -~~ ilrl. Since II acts on W with kernel .\, J’, E &I-. ‘I’llus 
x _ ~I”~ E ids”‘; SO ,r E n;“l; I\‘“~. But i’l’“, = ids’ * ..’ >I M’ 1 i< ill’ ’ .\ ‘.’ 
J,p” ; so (-j;::, A-h1 1 and x - 1 and indeed C,,,,” is a faithful K’WH,,-module. 
Also, k,,, is an irreducible KMHO-module. For let 2 be the character of 
MHoA on V:so x ,WHI) is the character of MH,, on V,,, . Let 4 be the character 
of M-4 on W, and y # in, , the character of M on W,,: ‘I’hus x -m: Ji :~~~J~“; so
x l,2,tf, ::: y i;;“o [4, 9.11. Now dim, W : I ; so y is irreducible. Then 
(X I.,, Y),,[ > 1, since IV,,, is a KM-submodule of I’,,, Hut x ,r = y -~ yh-, ~.~ 
C yhsW, where ker y”, (ker y)“l === iL’“> -1 i\- if i # 1. Thus (X ,, , y),, I. 
Then (x h, , Y I:~iHu),Lt~, = 1 by the Frobenius Reciprocity ‘I’hcorem 
[4, 9.4(c)]; so (x I,,,HO ,x ~A,H,),~,H, .-m I, and x iJIH, is irreducible. ‘fhus I. ,,,, (, 
is an irreducible, faithful, KMHO-module. 
Xest WC show that A acts fixed-point-freely on I’. Note that B . F:,, , 
which acts on Ho and is transitive on H,,*. Then H,,F$Q 1;: HoBQ IIJ. 
Now C = C,;,,(Q) is of order s”“” - 1 ~~ r ~~ I, 1 B ~ =m- (s”’ - l)“(r I), 
andBnCmm l;soF$ B x C‘. 
Let h, E C,,,,(Q)*’ and h t If{,“. Then there exists DC E B x C’ such that 
h == 1~;~. Thus I -~ [Iz, , Q] -: [/zl , Q]“c == [I?, Q”“] : [h, Q”“] == [/z. Q”]. 
Therefore, Qb = Qiiii << Ali, and Qb < A n Ah. Now Bib-’ n B 1 since B 
is regular on II,,; so B” ’ n ,4 = 1 since B : O,r(A). Thus B n Ld’i ~- 1, and 
iz n Ati =- Qb. Since AH,, n ;lI =~= 1, this implies A n (ML4)7~ = A4 n JI.-1’s = Q”. 
Now consider x , Since x = 4 P:~u~, by the Mackey Subgroup Theorem 
[3, (44.2)], x A == L3ir4 (4” l;f,,apn,,) = CAma P i/t)b, the sum ovw (A11-4, -4) 
double cosets in Me4H,, , which are represented by a subset of H,, Sow Q acts 
as multiplication by h =T 1 on W and also ll”’ since [Qb, 121 I. Thus (,!,‘I o” , 
lQ,)V, = 0; so by- the Frobenius Reciprocity Theorem (4” $, , 1 ,),( 0. 
Therefore, (x //, , lJ4 0; i.e., .-2 acts fixed-point-freely on I’. 
Xow set H ::- ,IIH,, 121 and H,, are both Abelian and X2 . / lIIiI,,; so II is 
solvable, and since ;II <:I IIZH~,,-I and H,, admits A, H = *WH,, admits .4. Since 
;1 acts faithfully- on tl, , A-1 acts faithfully on II. Since (1 H,, ~, 1 d ,) ~- 1 and 
(I M I, ; A 1) == (i Ml ‘, I A i) I, (i t-I 1, / A 1) I. Kow K is a splitting ficld 
for all the subgroups of MIY,,~A : H-4, and we ha)-c shown: 
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(1) V, is a faithful, homogeneous (in fact irreducible) KH-module; 
(2) A acts fixed-point-freely on V. 
Also, by picking Ml so that (I Ml j, 1 29s 1) = 1, we can force all the Sylow 
subgroups of MHO = H to be Abelian; so that H has no extra-special section 
of any kind. Thus all the hypotheses of Theorem 3.5 hold except (4), while 
the conclusion fails to hold since A is faithful on H. 
NOW if q { sm:Q - 1, since s” - 1 = Pi* - 1 (mod q), n = (s” - I)/ 
(P/Q - 1) =C 1 (mod 4); so q 7 n. Thus given q and s + 1 (mod q), a counter- 
example to Theorem 3.5 minus hypothesis (4) can be constructed by picking 
an integer t such that q +’ st - 1, and, setting m/q = t, using the construction 
given above. 
Finally, given any prime p distinct from s such that p ‘c 1 A 1, we can choose 
JW~ so that p 7 I Ml 1 and therefore p { 1 MH,,A / = 1 HA 1, and by Lemma 2.1, 
there exists a counterexample to Theorem 3.5 minus hypothesis (4) with 
char K = p. 
II. FITTING HEIGHT 
1. FIXED-POINT-FREE ACTION OF A FROBENIUS GROUP WITH 
CYCLIC KERNEL AND COMPLEMENT OF PRIME ORDER 
DEFINITION. Let G be a finite group. The subgroup of G generated by all 
its nilpotent normal subgroups is a nilpotent normal subgroup of G called the 
Fitting subgroup of G, denoted F(G) [7, 6.1.21. If G is also solvable, then 
F(G) # 1 if G # 1, since any minimal normal subgroup of G is elementary 
Abelian and therefore nilpotent. For G solvable, define F,(G) = F(G), and 
define F,+,(G) for each i > 1 to be the subgroup of G such that F,+,(G)/F<(G) = 
F(G/F,(G)). Thus 1 <F,(G) < ... <F,(G) = G for some integer j, since G 
is finite. Denote by f(G) the smallest integer j such that F,(G) = G; f(G) is 
called the Fitting height of G. 
The two lemmas that follow are easy to prove. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let G be aJLinite solvable group. 
(1) Iff(G) > 1; i.e., G is not &potent, thenf(G/F(G)) =f(G) - 1. 
(2) IfH a G, thmf(GIH) <f(G). 
(3) .V H < G, t~f(W < f(G). 
LEMMA 1.2. Let Gl and G, be finite solvable groups. Then F(G, x G,) = 
F(GJ x F(G), andf(K x $1 = max(f(G)~f(W. 
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LEMMA 1.3. Suppose G is afkite group. Then @(F(G)) < @j(G). 
Proof. Let M be a maximal subgroup of G, and setL = flrsC Mz; so L c I G. 
Then F(G)L/L < F(G/L). If F(G/L) = 1, F(G) <L; so @(F(G)) 5: M. If 
F(G/L) # I, it is an elementary Abelian p-group for some prime p [7, 6.1.4(ii)]. 
Therefore F(G)/L n F(G) s F(G)L/L is an elementary Abelian p-group; so 
@(F(G)) <L nF(G) and @(F(G)) < M. Thus @(F(G)) is contained in any 
maximal subgroup of G, and therefore @(F(G)) < Q(G), the intersection of all 
maximal subgroups of G. 
DEFINITION. Let A be a nontrivial finite group; so for some j > 1, 1 r2 / = 
p;1p2 ...p> wherep, ,pr ,...,pj are distinct primes. Then let l(A) = k, I~ k, -(- 
‘.’ + k , . 
THEOREM 1.4. Let A =- BQ be a Frobenius gvoup with cyclic kernel B and 
complement Q of prime order, q. Suppose G is a finite solvable group such that 
(1 G 1, / A I) :L= 1 and A acts fixed-point-fYee<y on G. Suppose further that: 
(1) if q is a Fermat prime, of the foym 2f -+ 1, f > 0, then G has no estra- 
special section of ordeer 22f+ I; 
(2) G has no extra-special section of order sBn-f-l, s a prime, such that (s” -i I )/ 
(@+I)’ zs a YO ey zzzsos 0 p p d’l’ ’ fill; 
(3) G has no elementary Abelian section of order snz, s a prime, such that 
(P - l)/(sm~~ - 1) Is a proper divisor of j B 1. 
Then f(G) < l(A). 
COROLLARY 1 S. Let A be a dihedral group with cyclic maximal subgroup B of 
odd order. Let G be a finite solvable group such that (1 G /, / A ~) = 1 and A acts 
Jixed-point-freely on G. Then f (G) < l(A). 
Proof of Corollary 1.5. ,4 = BQ, where / Q / = q = 2 and Q acts fixed-point- 
freely on B; so A is a Frobenius group and Theorem 1.4 applies. q is not a 
Fermat prime; so hypothesis (1) holds vacuously. (sn -t I)/(s~/~ + 1) = 
snj2 - 1 + 2/(snj2 + I) is not an integer when s is prime and n > 0; so 
hypothesis (2) holds. Finally, if s is a prime and s / 1 G 1, s f I A / 2 2 1 B 1; 
so s is odd. Then (s”’ - l)/(snljz - 1) = smj2 + 1 is even; so it is not a 
divisor of the odd number ( B 1 and hypothesis (3) holds. Therefore f(G) < 
l(A) by Theorem 1.4. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. SVe reduce the theorem to a problem in representation 
theory, which is solved by means of the results of Part I. 
Suppose Theorem 1.4 is false, and G and A are groups satisfying the hypo- 
theses but not the conclusion of the theorem such that I A j and I G 1 + j A I 
are minimal with respect to this property. We show that A acts faithfully on G, 
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and that F(G) is an elementary Abelian r-group and F(G) = F(GA). Let A, 
be the kernel of the action of A on G; so A/A, acts fixed-point-freely on G. 
Thus A, 4 A and A,, < A since G # 1. Then if A, = B, A/A, g Q; so G is 
nilpotent by Thompson’s theorem [7, 10.2.11, andf(G) = 1 < Z(A). If A, # B, 
A/A, is a Frobenius group with cyclic kernel and complement of order q 
[5, (253)(iii)]. Then if A, > 1, 1 A/A, / < / A /; so by minimality of ] A J, 
f(G) < Z(A/A,) < Z(A). Thus A,, = 1; i.e., A acts faithfully on G. Set M = 
I A I. 
Suppose G contains two distinct subgroups, M and N, each of which is 
minimal with respect to being a nontrivial normal A-invariant subgroup of G. 
Then A acts fixed-point-freely on G/Mand on G/N [7,6.2.2(iv)J. Since ) G/M I+ 
IAl<lGl+lAlandIG/Nl+lAl<lGl+lAl,f(G/M),(Z(A)and 
f(G/N) < Z(A). But g i--t (Mg, Ng) gives a homomorphism from G into 
G/M x G/N, whose kernel is M n N = 1. Thus G is isomorphic to a subgroup 
of G/M x G/N, so by Lemma l.l(3),f(G) <j(G/M x G/N). But by Lemma 
1.2, f (G/M x G/N) = max(f WJ+7,f(GIN)) < UQ so f ((3 < Z(A), a 
contradiction. Thus G contains only one subgroup that is minimal with respect 
to being a normal, A-invariant subgroup of G; call this subgroup M. M is 
CharacteristicaIly simple; so since G is solvable, M is an elementary Abelian 
r-group for some prime Y. Also, any nontrivial normal A-invariant subgroup of G 
contains a minimal such subgroup, which is necessarily M. Thus if s is a prime 
distinct from Y and O,(G) # 1, then M < O,(G), which is impossible; so 
O,(G) = 1. Thus F(G) = O,.(G), an r-group. 
Now @(G) char G; so A acts fixed-point-freely on G/@(G). ButF(G/@(G)) = 
F(G)/@(G) [7, 6.1.6(41; SJ (GI@(G))/~(GI@(G)) = (G/@(G))/(W)/@(G)) r 
G/F(G). Thusf(Gl@(G)) - 1 =f(G) - 1 by Lemma 1.1(l); sof(G/@(G)) = 
f(G). Therefore 1 G/@(G)1 + / A / = 1 G 1 + 1 A 1; so Q(G) = 1. Then 
@(F(G)) = 1 by Lemma 1.3; so since F(G) = O,(G) is an r-group, F(G) is an 
elementary Abelian r-group. 
Now G r\l F(GA) is nilpotent and normal in G; so G n F(GA) < F(G). But 
F(G) char G Q GA; so F(G) u GA; hence F(G) < G n F(GA), and F(G) = 
G n F(GA). Let s be a prime distinct from Y, and suppose O,(GA) # 1. If 
s 1 I G I, O,(GA) is contained in a Sylow s-subgroup of G, since (I G 1, j A 1) = 1 
implies such a subgroup is a Sylow s-subgroup of GA. Thus O,(GA) f G; 
so O,(GA) < O,(G) = 1, a contradiction. Thus s r I G I; so s j I A I. Therefore 
O,(GA) < A by the same argument. But then since G CI GA, [G, O&GA)] ,( 
G n O,(GA) = 1, contradicting the faithfulness of A on G. Thus F(GA) = 
Or(G4 and F(GA) = O,(GA) f O,(G) = F(G) by the same argument 
again. Since F(G) ,< F(GA), F(G) = F(GA). 
Since GA is solvable, C,,(F(GA)) < F(GA) [7, 6.1.31, and since F(GA) is 
Abelian, C,,(F(GA)) = F(GA). Th us GA/F(GA) = GA/F(G) z (G/F(G))A 
acts faithfully on F(G) = F(GA). Th e elementary Abelian r-group F(G) can 
therefore be considered as a faithful [F,(G/F(G))A-module. Also, A acts fixed- 
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point-freely on both F(G) and G/F(G). And since F(G) = F(GA) = O,.(GA), 
O,((G,IF(G))A) E O,(G,4]F(G)) = 1. 
Finally, we can show that F(G) = M, the unique subgroup of G minimal with 
respect to being normal and A-invariant. Consider X/I&Z = F(G/M), a nilpotent 
group. Then 0,.(X/M) char X/M char G/lIc so 0,(X/M) r= K/M for some 
r-group R Q G. Thus the u-group F(G)/M contains the Sylow r-subgroup 
RIM of F(G/M). But F(G)/M (F(G/M); so R =-. F(G). Rv minimality of 
/ G 1 + 1 A j, f(GjYk?‘) < .f(G); so f((G/M)/F(G/M)) < f(GIF(G)) by Lemma 
1.1(l). Since (G/M),‘(F(G)/M) z GjF(G), F(G)/M < F(G/M), and F(G) < X. 
Yaw F(G)/M is the Sylow r-subgroup of X/M, so F(G) is the Sylow Y- 
subgroup of X. Thus the elementary Abelian group F(G) is an F,.(X/F(G))- 
module, where X/F(G) is an +-group. Since F(G) centralizes M and M CI X, 
M is X/F(G)-invariant, and F(G) = M x iV, where N is X/F(G)-invariant 
[7, 3.3.21. Thus iV (1 X. The nilpotent group X/M has an Abclian Sylow 
r-subgroupF(G)/M; so F(G)/M :g Z(X/M). Therefore, [X, -4’1 b: [X, F(G)] < 
M, while [X, N] < N; so ;\’ e:: Z(X). 
Since X/Mchar G/M and M is -d-invariant, S is an J-invariant normal 
subgroup of G. Therefore, Z(X) is also an A-invariant normal subgroup of G. 
Then if Z(X) > 1, Z(X) 2 M. But then Z(X) 3 M x 5’ == F(G), implying 
X/F(G) centralizes F(G), contradicting the faithfulness of G/F(G) on F(G). Thus 
Z(X) L: 1; so N =.= 1 and F(G) = $2 as claimed. This means that, as an 
F,(GjF(G))A-module,F(G) is irreducible as well as faithful. Finally, this implies 
that O,.(G/F(G)) = 1 [7, 3.1.31. 
Thus G/F(G), &4, F(G), IF,. constitute a counterexdmple to the following 
theorem, with G/F(G) in the place of H, F(G) in the place of F, and (F,. in the 
place of K: 
THEOREM 1.6. Let A = BQ he a Frobenius RYOUP with cyclic Izernel B and 
complement Q of prime order, q. Let H be a finite solvable group such that (’ II ‘, 
1 A 1) = 1 and iz acts jred-point-f Tee 1~ 1 on H. Suppose F is a jnite-dimensional, 
irreducible, fatihful KHA-module, where K is a jnite field of characteristic Y such 
that Y r 1 A 1 and O,(H) == 1. Suppose further that A acts jxed-point-freely on F 
and 
(1) if q is a Fermat prime, of the form 2f -I- 1, f > 0, then H has no estra- 
special section of order 2" I; 
(2) H has no extra-special section of order P l-l, s a prime, such that (s” + l)/ 
(s’l/g + 1) is a proper divisor of ) B /; 
(3) H has no elementary Abelian section of order sm, s a prime, such that 
(snL - l)/(s”/Q - 1) is a pyopey diwisou of 1 B /. 
Then f(H) < Z(A) - I. 
Note. Once Theorem 1.6 is established, the hypothesis that F is an irre- 
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ducible KHA-module can be dropped. For if O,(H) = 1, F is the Sylow 
r-subgroup ofF(FH). S ince H is faithful on F, F(FH) is an r-group; so F(FH) = F. 
Therefore, f(H) = f(FH) - 1 < Z(A) - 1 by Lemma 1 .l( 1) and Theorem 1.4, 
which follows from Theorem 1.6. The extra hypothesis is originally included in 
Theorem 1.6 because it considerably simplifies the induction proof. My thanks 
to the referee for pointing out the efficiency of this approach. 
Proof. We have shown that if Theorem 1.4 is false, so is Theorem 1.6; 
thus if Theorem 1.6 is true, so is Theorem 1.4. Now suppose H, A, F, K con- 
stitute a counterexample to Theorem 1.6 with 1 A 1 and 1 A 1 + dim,F as small 
as possible. Thus / A / < JV. Let L be a finite field of characteristic Y such that L 
is a splitting field for all subgroups of HA [3, (69.1 l)]. Then F OK L is a finite- 
dimensional, faithful LHA-module, and A acts fixed-point-freely on F OK L 
by Lemma 1.2.4. Also, dim, F OK L = dim,F. 
Now F&L =Fl 0 “. @FK, where the Fi are algebraically conjugate, 
absolutely irreducible, LHA-modules [3, (70.15)]. Thus each Fi is a faithful 
LHA-module. But then H, A, Fi , L satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem; so 
Fi = F &L by minimality of / A I + dim,(F). Thus we may assume that K 
is a splitting field for all subgroups of HA. 
Now F = V, @ ... @ V, , where the Vi , 1 < i < e, are the Wedderburn 
components of F with respect to H. Let Ti be the stability group in HA of V’i , 
1 < i < e. Then H < Ti < HA; so Ti = H(T, n A). Let a E A. Then Tia = 
H(T, n A)a is the stability group in HA of the Wedderburn component Via = 
Vj , some i, 1 <i < e. Thus there exists a Wedderburn component, which 
wedenoteV,,suchthatifqIIT,nA/foralli,l <i<e,thenQ<T,nA. 
Now any Wedderburn component is equal to Via for some a E A; so I Ti n A I = 
I Tl n A j for all i, 1 < i < e. 
Since A acts transitively on {V, ,..., V,}, 1 A: Tl n A / = e. Since A acts 
fixed-point-freely on V, Tl n A acts fixed-point-freely on V, by Lemma 1.2.2. 
Let A, = Tl n A. Since V, is nonzero, A, # 1. Thus there are four possibilities: 
(a) A, = BQ = A; 
(b) A, < R 
(~1 A, = Q; 
(d) A, = B,Q, where 1 < B, < B. 
Now let a, = 1, a2 ,..., a, be a right transversal for A, in A (so it is a right 
transversal for HA, = Tl in HA) such that I’ti = Vi , 1 < i < e. Let 6, 
be the representation of HA, on I’, . Therefore H n ker 6, is the kernel of the 
action of H on I’, . Thus (H n ker 6Ja~ is the kernel of the action of H on Vi , 
1 < i < e; so (Jb, (H n ker S1)al = 1 since H acts faithfully on F = 
v, @ “’ @ v, . 
48I/j311-19 
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Now H (1 HA, and ker 6, Q HA,; so H n ker 6, 4 HA, and A, acts on 
H/H n ker 6, . Thus (H/H n ker 6,) A, acts on V, . Since V, is a Wedderburn 
component of F with respect to H, (V,), is a homogeneous KH-module; 
so ( VJHIH,,ker61 is a faithful, homogeneous K(H/H n ker &)-module. 
If (a) holds, A, = A and e = j A : A, ~ = 1; so V, = F. Thus F is a finite- 
dimensional, faithful, irreducible KHA-module such that FH is homogeneous. 
Let M be a minimal normal A-invariant subgroup of H. Since H is solvable, 
M is elementary Abelian. Since A acts fixed-point-freely on H, A acts fixed- 
point-freely on M. Since F is a faithful KHA-module, F, is nontrivial. Then by 
Theorem 1.1.2, Ff, is not a homogeneous KH-module. Thus case (a) cannot 
occur. 
If (b) holds, A, is a cyclic group, contained in B. If p is a prime such that for 
some positive integer f, pf i 1 divides the exponent of A, (which is -1, ‘), then 
q 1 pf 4- 1 - 1 = pf; so q z-7 p. Thus p 7 j H/H n ker 6, ~. Thus by Lemma 
1.3.3 applied to H/H n ker 6, , A,, Vr , Kin place of H, A, I’, K, A, does not 
act faithfully on H/H n ker 6, . Thus there exists b E B# such that (0’ centralizes 
H/H n ker 6, . Therefore [H, (b)] -< H n ker S, But H is A-invariant and 
(6) Q A; so [H, (bj] = [H, <&>]a, < (H n ker SJn,, 1 -5 i <i e. Thus [H, <bi] < 
n:=, (H n ker S# = I ; i.e., (bi centralizes H. Thus A/t<b) acts fixed-point- 
freelv on H. If (6) = B, A//b) c Q; so His nilpotent by Thompson’s theorem. 
If (b) c: B, A/(b) is a Frobenius group with cyclic kernel and complement of 
order q, and j Al( < .N since ’ A ~ < JV. Thusf(H) -cZ I(Ajtb>~) by defini- 
tion of M; so f(H) :< Z(A) - 1. 
If (c) holds, -4, = Q and the only divisor of Q ~ other than I is q. If p is a 
prime such that pf - I = q for some positive integer f, then q + 2, so q is odd and 
pf = q - 1 is even. Thus p == 2 and q = 2’ -+ 1 is a Fermat prime. Thus if 
2 f / H/H n ker 6, /, by Lemma 1.3.3, Q d oes not act faithfully on H/H n ker 6, . 
In fact, so long as H/H n ker 6, has no extra-special section of order 22f *l if 
q = 2f-+l, Q does not act faithfully on H/H n ker 6, [ 12, pp. 716-7171. Thus by 
hypothesis (1) Q centralizes H/H n ker 6, This means that [H, Q] < 
H n ker 6, . Now B <I .-I; so C,(B) is ./l-invariant. In particular, Q acts on 
C,,(B), and Q acts fixed-point-freely on C,(B) since A = BQ acts fixed-point- 
freely on H. Thus [C,(B), Q] = C,(B) [7, 5.3.51, and C,,(B) = [C,(B), Q] < 
[H, Q] < H n ker 6,. Thus C,(B) = C,(B)“> < (H n ker SJUa, 1 < i -< e, 
and CH(B) < &, (H n ker 6,)“~ = I; i.e., B acts fixed-point-freely on H. 
Then by Berger’s result [2, p. 305],f(G) sz 1(B) = 1(A) - 1. 
If(d) holds, A, is a Frobenius group with cyclic kernel of order 1 B, / < 1 B / 
and complement of order q. Thus any divisor of ; B, I is a proper divisor of j B !. 
Then since we have hypotheses (2) and (3), by Theorem 1.3.5 applied to 
H/Hn kerS,, A,, V,, Kin place of H, A, I’, R, A, is not faithful on H/Hn ker 6, . 
Then by Lemma 1.3.4(2) there exists a b E B* such that (6) centralizes H/H n 
ker 6,. Thus f(H) <Z(A) - I, as shown in case (b) above, and Theorems 1.6 
and 1.4 are established. 
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2. FIXED-POINT-FREE ACTION OF A GROUP OF ORDER pq 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a finite solvable group admitting a cyclic group Q of prime 
order, q, such that q z / G /. Suppose W is a finite-dimensional KGQ-module and 
Wo is a faithful KG-module, where char K = Y 7 1 G jp and K is a splitting Jield 
for all the subgroups of GQ. Then if Q acts fixed-point-freely on V and G possesses 
no extra-special section of order 2 2f+1 such that q = 2f + 1, a Fermat prime, then 
P,Ql = 1. 
Proof. By Maschke’s theorem, W= WI @ ... @ Wj, a direct sum of irreducible 
KGQ-modules. Let oli be the representation of GQ on Wi; so n:=, ker oli = 1 
since GQ is faithful on W by Lemma 1.3.2. Now (G/G n ker CXJQ acts faithfully 
on Wi by Lemma 1.3.2; so W, is a faithful, irreducible K(G/G n ker al)Q- 
module, and Q acts fixed-point-freely on Wi . Then since G/G n ker 01~ possesses 
no extra-special section of order 2affl suchthatq =2?+ l,[G/Gnkeroli,Q]= 
1 .[12, pp. 716-7171. Thus [G, Q] < G n ker ai, 1 < i <j; SO [G,Q] < 
n:=, (G n ker CYJ = 1; i.e., [G, Q] = 1. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose G = STQ where 
(1) S 4 G and S is an extra-special 2-group; 
(2) T is an elementary Abelian t-group, t # 2, such that [S, T] = S and 
[T,Ql = T; 
(3) 1 Q 1 = q, a prime distinct from 2 and t. 
Suppose further that V is ajnite-dimensional KG-module, where K is a splitting 
field for all subgroups of G and char K = 7 is distinct from 2 and q. Then Q does 
not act fixed-point-freely on V if G acts faithfully on V. 
Proof. Suppose the lemma is false; so Q acts fixed-point-freely on V. Since T 
is Abelian and [T, Q] = T, C,(Q) = 1; so TQ is a Frobenius group. Thus if W 
is an irreducible LTQ-module on which T is nontrivial, where L is a splitting 
field for TQ such that char L { 1 TQ I, then by Lemma 1.2.1, dim, W = q 
[4, 13.81. Now [S/Z(S), T] = S/Z(S); so T acts fixed-point-freely on S/Z(S), 
an IF,TQ-module. Since 2 r / TQ /, S/Z(S) is a completely reducible IF,TQ- 
module, and T acts fixed-point freely on each irreducible ff,TQ-submodule of 
S/Z(S). Thus q divides the dimension over [F, of each irreducible [F,TQ-sub- 
module of S/Z(S) [4, 24. 141. Let 1 S 1 = 22n+1. Then q 1 2n = dimrz(S/Z(S)). 
Since q # 2, q ) n. Thus n = mq for some integer m, and j S 1 = 22m*+1. 
Now the proofs of Lemmas 1.2.5 and 1.2.6 show that 1 C,,Z(s,(Q)I = ] S/Z(S)(l/q 
since T is nontrivial on S/Z(S), T is Abelian, and TQ is a Frobenius group. Thus 
I Cs,zcs,(Q>l = ZIP”. Now [s, &I a s; so Z(S) < [s, 81, and [W-(S),81 = 
Ys, QIPW Now W-W = [W(S>, 81 x Cs,zcs,(Q); so I[WWh 811 = 
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1 S/Z(S)l,i Cs,z&Q)~ == 22m(~~1), and i[S, Q]i = 22nf(qm1)11. Sow [S, Q] is 
extra-special [7, p. 215, So. 1 I]; so Z(S) is its unique minimal normal subgroup. 
[S, Q]Q acts faithfully on V, which is a completely reducible K[S, Q]Q-module 
since Y + 2 or 2. Thus there exists some irreducible K[S, Q]Q-submodule Cof I’ 
on which Z(S) is nontrivial; so [S, Q] is faithful on ii. Thus [S, Q]Q is faithful 
on LT by Lemma 1.3.2, and Q acts fixed-point-freely on 0’. Then necessarily 
I[S, Q]i == 2”1 I, where y 2’~I- 1 [12, pp. 716.-7171. Thus 2m(g - I) -1 1 ~~~ 
2f‘ + 1; so ,f = 7n(p ~ I) and 9 7 2”‘(*-i) -( 1, where m 3 1 But clearly 
p-1 > q for Q ,‘. 3; this contradiction establishes the lemma. 
THEOREM 2.3. I,et 9 ==~ PQ be u Fyobenius group with kernel P of prime 
order, p, and complement Q of prime order q. Suppose G is a jinite solvable group 
such that (i G ‘, ~ A ‘) -= 1 and A acts jixed-point-jreely on G. Then f(G) -z’ 
/(A) = 2. 
Proof. It is Shult’s proof of this theorem, with the added hypothesis that 
2 7 / G j if 4 is a Fermat prime, upon which the proof of Theorem 1.4 is based. 
1\:e now analyze the proof of Theorem 1.4 in the special case that B =- P of 
prime order and see that the prime condition is unnecessary. 
The reduction from Theorem I .4 to Theorem 1.6 did not involve any 
prime conditions; these came from the later application of the representation 
theorems of Part I. Thus to prove Theorem 2.3 it is sufficient to prove the 
following: 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A := PQ be a Frobenius group with kernel P of prime order, 
p, and complement Q of prime order, q. Let H be a jinite solvable group such that 
(/ H /, I A 1) mu= 1 and A acts jixed-point-freely on H. Suppose F is a finite-dimen- 
sional, faithful KHA-module, where K is a jinite field of characteristic r such that 
T { / A I and O,(H) = 1. If A actsfixed-point-freely onF, then f (II) < 1(-g) -~ 1 = = 
1 ; i.e., H is nilpotent. 
Proof. Let H, A, F, K be a counterexample to Theorem 2.4 with I iI, as 
small as possible. Then if H,, < N, H,,, u Hand H, is A-invariant, O,.(&) ~~ I ; 
so H ,) , -4, F, and K satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem and H,, is nilpotent by 
minimalitp of 1 H j. Suppose M is a proper normal A-invariant subgroup of 
II maximal with respect to that property. Then H/M is solvable and charac- 
teristically simple and therefore an elementary Abelian t-group for some prime t. 
Since iil/ll s: I H;, M is nilpotent. Clearly M = F(H). Since O,.(M) = 1, 
M is an /-group. Let T be the unique A-invariant Sylow t-subgroup of H 
[7, 6.2.2(i), (ii)]; so E-1 = MT. 
Suppose H,, < H and H, is A-invariant. If r { / H /, then O,(H,,) 7 1; so H,, 
is nilpotent since H,, < H. If r 1 1 H 1, since M is an /-group and H/Jr is a 
t-group, t mm : r and M ---= O,.(H). Th en T ‘2 fi/;v/ and T is irreducible under --I 
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since H/M is. Then since O,(H,J is an A-invariant r-subgroup of H, O,.(H,J < T 
[7; 6.2.2(iii)]; so O,(H,,) = 1 or O,(H,,) = T. If O,(H,) = 1, Ho is nilpotent as 
above. If O,(H,) = T, since M = O,-(H) is a Hall r’-subgroup of H, O,,(H,J = 
H,, n Mis a Hall #-subgroup of ;N, , and H,, = (Ho n M)T. Now [Ho n M, T] = 
[O,(H,), O,(H,)] = 1; so Ho = (H,, n M) x T and is therefore nilpotent. 
Thus whether or not Y j j H I, if Ho < H and H,, is A-invariant, H,, is 
nilpotent. 
Since H = MT is not nilpotent and O,(H) is a Sylow s-subgroup of H for all 
s # t, there exists an s such that T does not centralize S = O,(H). But S char H; 
so ST is A-invariant and not nilpotent. Therefore, H = ST. Now if Ss < S 
and S, is TA-invariant, S,T is a proper subgroup of H and S,T is A-invariant; 
so S,T is nilpotent; i.e., [S,, T] = 1. S’ mce H is not nilpotent, T does not 
centralize S, but does centralize any TA-invariant proper subgroup S, of S. 
Since (I S j, / TA [) = 1, S is a special s-group [7, 5.3.71. Also, if [S, T] < S, 
since [S, T] is TA-invariant, [[S, T], T] = 1. But then [S, T] = 1 [7, 5.3.61, 
a contradiction. Thus [S, T] = S. If T,, < T, To 4 T, and To is A-invariant, 
ST,, is A-invariant and proper in H; so ST, is nilpotent. Thus To char ST,, c~ 
ST = H; so T,, & O,(H). Therefore, T/O,(H) is irreducible under A, Now 
O,(H) < G-(S) -=c T> and C,(S) is A-invariant; so O,(H) = C,(S); i.e., 
T/O,(H) acts faithfully on S. Thus [S, T/O,(H)] = [S, T] = S. Since P d A 
and T/O,(H) is irreducible under A, CTIOt(H,(P) = I or T/O,(H). 
Now fix H = ST and consider a counterexample H, A, F, K to Theorem 2.4 
with dim,F as small as possible. The same arguments used in the proof of 
Theorem 1.6 show that we may assume K is a splitting field for all the subgroups 
of HA, and that F is an irreducible KHA-module. The same analysis of the e 
Wedderburn components of F with respect to H yields cases (a), (b), and (c); 
case (d) is impossible since P contains no nontrivial proper subgroup. Cases (a) 
and (b) are eliminated without prime restriction just as in the proof of Theorem 
1.6. 
We use the notation of the proof of Theorem 1.6. If case (c) holds, necessarily 
2 [ ( H j and 4 = 2f + 1, a Fermat prime, while H/H n ker 6, possesses an 
extra-special section of order 2 2f+1. Since A, = Q, e = ( A : A, ( = pq/q = p. 
Q fixes V, and A = PQ permutes the Vi , 1 < i < p, transitively; so P permutes 
them transitively. Thus for each i, 1 < i <p, there exists a unique element 
bi of P such that Vtc = Vi . Now if Q centralizes H/H n ker 6, , we are done as 
in the proof of Theorem 1.6. Thus Q acts faithfully on H/H n ker 6, . Also, 
since H is faithful on F = V, @ ..* @ VD and (H n ker S,)b is the kernel of 
the action of H on VI”, nbeP (H n ker S,)O = 1. 
If H,, < H, let B0 = H,(H n ker S,)/(H n ker S,). Thus RQ acts faithfully 
as well as irreducibly on Vr by Lemma 1.3.2. Suppose Ho < H, Ho is A- 
invariant, and B0 is an Abelian subgroup of i? such that Y f j R,, j. Now &Q acts 
faithfully on V, since RQ does; so by Lemma 2.1, [na , Q] = 1. Thus [Ho , QJ < 
H, n ker 8,. But CHo(P) = [CHO(P), Q] since A = PQ acts fixed-point-freely on H,, ; 
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so CHo(P) .(, Ho CT ker 6,. Thus C, (P) = nbEP (C,O(P))b < nbEP (H,,n ker 6,)” = 1; 
0 
i.e., CHO(P) :P 1. Thus since Z(S) is Abelian and Q-invariant and Y :/~ 5, 
C,,,,(P) = 1. Then Z(S) n CJP) =z 1; so C,(P)= C;(P)Z(S)/Z(S) :< S/Z(S), 
which is elementary Abelian since S is special. Therefore, C,(P) is Abelian, and -- 
C,Y(P) is A-invariant since P (1 A; so C,(P) is Abelian and Q-invariant. Then 
since Y + 5, Cc,(rr(l’) 1 ; so C,(P) = 1. 
NOW if CT:o,(w)(P) L 1, C;C~:~~~(~))(P) = 1, and by Thompson’s theorem 
S( T/O,(H)) is nilpotent. This implies [S, T/O,(H)] == 1, contradicting the fact 
that [S, T/O,(H)] _= S i 1. Thus C T/o,(H)(P) _ T/O,(H), and C,(P) O,(H) == 
T. Since O,(H) centralizes S, C,(P) d oes not centralize S; so SC,(P) is an .-1- 
invariant subgroup of If that is not nilpotcnt. Thus SC,(P) = H = ST by 
minimality of H, and C,.(P) T. Since T > I, Z(T) > 1; so if f J I* 
char K, [Z(T), Q] :< H n ker 6, , and Cz&P) = 1 as shown above. But 
C,(P) = T; so C&P) = Z(T) r/ 1, a contradiction. Thus t Y and T is 
elementary Abelian. 
Now if s -/- 2 or S is Abelian, [S, Q] = 1 by Lemma 2.1. Since Q centralizes 
S, [T, Q] centralizes S. But T = C,(P) implies [T, Q] = T; so [li, Q] = T, 
and T centralizes S. Since [S, T] = S, [S, T] == s; so s = I ; i.e., S L< 
H n ker 6, . But then S == fiDEP Sb .< nbEP (H n ker 6Jb = I, a contradiction. 
Therefore, s : 2 and S is non-Abelian. 
Now S d HQ and I’, is an irreducible KHQ- module. Thus if W is a \%‘edder- 
burn component of k; with respect to S, Q stabilizes W. (If not, take XX + 0 
in W. Then CytQ MI + 0 and is a fixed point for Q.) Thus if x E T, Q stabilizes 
the Wedderburn component Wz, and for y E Q, W[Z*~J] = ( WX-~)TJ~~Z~ = WY = 
W, i.e., [T,Q] = T stabilizes W. Thus STQ = HQ stabilizes IV; i.e., Ii is a 
homogeneous KS-module. Therefore, V, is a faithful, homogeneous KS- 
module; so there exists a faithful, irreducible representation of S over K, and 
Z(S) is cyclic. Now S is a non-Abelian %-group such that Z(S) is cyclic, and 
S/Z(S) is elementary Abelian since S/Z(S) ‘- al 1s t ementary Abelian. Then since 
S : [S, 7’1, S IS an extra-special 2-group [7, p. 215, No. Ill. But then by 
Lemma 2.2, Q cannot act fixed-point-freely on I’, . This contradiction eliminates 
case (c), and the theorem is proved. 
Note. If PQ acts fixed-point-freely on G, then Q acts fixed-point-freely on 
C,(P), which is therefore nilpotent by Thompson’s theorem. Kurzwcil has 
proved that if f(C,(P)) ,( 1, f(G) < 3. Here our stronger hypothesis leads us 
to-f(G) .< 2. See Muth Z. 120 (1971) for Kurzweil’s results. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let A be a group with Z(A) < 2, and G be a Jinite solvable 
group such that (I G I, / A I) = 1 and A actsfixed-point-fYeeZy on G. Thenf(G) < 
49 
Proof If l(A) = 1, Thompson’s theorem applies. If Z(A) = 2 and A is 
Abelian, Berger’s result applies. If A is non-Abelian, Theorem 2.4 applies. 
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3. FIXED-POINT-FREE ACTION OF GROUPS OF ORDER uprr 
It is easy to establish the following lemma and its corollary. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let X be a group of order upq, where u, p, and q are three distinct 
primes. If X is non-Abelian, it is of one of the followilzg three types: 
(1) the direct product of a group of prime order and a Frobenius group with 
kernel and complement each of prime order; 
(2) a Frobenius group with kernel of prime order and cyclic complement; 
(3) a Frobenius group with cyclic kernel and complement of prime order. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let X be a group of order upq, where u, p, and q are distinct 
primes. If Y is a subgroup of prime order in X, either Y Q X or Y has a normal 
complement in X. 
We are now in a position to show that, with certain restrictions on the primes 
dividing 1 G I, if X acts fixed-point-freely on a solvable group G, (I G 1, 1 X I) = 1, 
and 1 X 1 = upq, the product of three distinct primes, then f (G) < Z(X) = 3. 
In proving Theorem 1.4, we used the fact that A was a Frobenius group with 
cyclic kernel and complement of prime order in three different ways: 
(1) In the reduction to Theorem 1.6 and the argument showing F is an 
irreducible KHA-module, where K is a splitting field for all the subgroups of A, 
we used only the fact that if 1 < N u A, then A/N is a Frobenius group of the 
same type as A but with smaller order, or A/N is of prime order. Then we used 
Thompson’s theorem and induction on / A / to show that if A/N acts fixed- 
point-freely on a solvable group G, of order prime to / A/N 1, then f (G,) < 
WIN). 
(2) In the analysis of the possibilities for A, , we eliminated A, = A by 
Theorem 1.1.2 and used the fact that any proper subgroup of A is either cyclic 
or a Frobenius group of the same type as A. Then we used the representation 
theorems from Part I-this was the only place where we needed the hypotheses 
concerning prime divisors of 1 G I. 
(3) After application of the representation theorems, we used the fact that 
for any subgroup J of A, if 1 # M u J, either M contains a nontrivial normal 
subgroup N of A or there exists a cyclic normal complement D to M in A. The 
former possibility occurred in cases (b) and (d) and led to C&A/N) = 1 and 
f(H) < Z(A) - 1 as in (1) above. The latter occurred in case (c) and led to 
C,(D) = 1 and f(H) < Z(D) < Z(A) - 1 by Berger’s result. 
Now suppose X is a group of order upq, u, p, and q distinct primes. Then 
a theorem like Theorem 1.4 can be proved since X has the following 
properties: 
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(1’) If 1 < 1V u X, then Z(X/N) < 2; so if X/JV acts fixed-point-freely 
on a solvable group G, of order prime to / X/N 1, then f(G,,) << Z(X/-V) by 
Corollary 2.5. 
(2’) Any proper subgroup Y of X is such that 2(Y) < 2, and Y is cyclic 
or a Frobenius group with kernel and complement each of prime order. Thus 
after property (I’) has been used to reduce the analog of Theorem 1.4 to an 
analog of Theorem 1.6, we can apply Lemma 1.3.3 and Theorem 1.35 [12, 
pp. 716-7171 as in the proof of Theorem 1.6-it is only here that we need prime 
restrictions, and these are completely determined by the isomorphism types of 
the proper subgroups of X, to which the representation theorems are applied. 
(3’) Suppose J < X and 1 $: M 4 J. Then either M u S or M has a 
normal complement D in X, for either ii/r = X u X, or M or its complement 
is of prime order and Corollary 3.2 applies. Clearly if C,(A/M) == 1 or C,(D) = 
1 ,f(H) < Z(A) - 1 by Corollary 2.5. Thus the method of proof of Theorems 1.4 
and 1.6 yields the following theorem: 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose X is a group of order upq, where u, p, and q are distinct 
primes, and G is a finite solvable group such that (/ G j, / X 1) = 1 and X acts 
Jixed-point-freely on G. Suppose further that: 
(1) If Y is a cyclic proper subgroup of X, d / 1 Y 1, and d I= sf + 1 for some 
prime s, and positive integer f, then G possesses no extra-special section of order s2f ! I. 
(2) If Y is a proper subgroup of X and Y is a Frobenius group with kernel of 
order t and complement of order r (t, Y E {u, p, q}), then 
(a) If t = (P + I)/(snlr +- 1) for some prime s and integer n, then 
G posesses no extra-special section of order szn+l. 
(b) Ij t = (s”& - l)/(sn’l’ - 1) for some prime s and integer m, then G 
possesses no elementary abelian section of order sZnr. 
Then f(G) < Z(X) = 3. 
We conclude with an example that illustrates a method for using Theorem 3.3 
and is pleasantly easy to state. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let X be a group of order 30 and let G be a (solvable) group 
such that (I G I, 30) = 1 and X acts fixed-point-freely on G. Then f(G) < 
l(X) = 3. 
Proof. If Y is a cyclic proper subgroup of X, 1 Y / x 2, 3, 5, 6, 10, or 15. 
There exists no prime s and positive integer f such that s/ + 1 ==L 2 or 15. If 
sf $- 1 = 3 or 5, s = 2; so ST 1 G 1. If sf + 1 == 10, s = 3; so ST ) G I. If 
sf + 1 1: 6, s = 5; so s ii 1 G 1. Thus hypothesis (1) of Theorem 3.3 is satisfied. 
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If Y is a proper subgroup of X that is a Frobenius group, it is dihedral group; 
so Theorem 1.3.5 holds for Y without prime restrictions; i.e., hypotheses (2)(a) 
and (b) of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied, and we are done. 
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